
SIR JAMES TYRELL AND HIS CHAPEL AT GIPPING
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Like  his master’s, the name of James Tyrell has  been  obscured by the fog of
legend and half truth, but when the facts are examined, the figure of the hired
bravo, willing to go anywhere and do  anything for advancement, takes  on  a
rather difl‘erent  aspect. .

Even Paul Murray Kendall calls him “  a Northern  follower  of Richard’s  ”1—
a completely incorrect statement. James Tyrell, in  fact, came from a  very old
East  Anglian family. Hisgrandfather, Sir John Tyrell of Heron in  Essex, had been
Sheriff of his  County and of Hertfordshire, and towards the end of the  14th
century had married Alice Coggeshall, grand-daughter of the great Sir John
Hawkwood—“Giovanni Acuto ”—_-the condottiere.  .

James’s father, William Tyrell, High  Sheriff of Norfolk and  Suffolk, was
his third son. He married  Margaret  Darcy of Maldon, and settled at Gipping
in  Suffolk, three  miles or so from Stowmarket, a particularly isolated hamlet
which, at the present  time, has  about  80 inhabitants.2

The family remained  at Gipping until the end of the  19th  century, when their
great house, which had its own  bakery, brewhouse, coach-house, stables  and
cattle stalls was  sold, and, with the exception of the  stables, demolished.3

James’s date of birth is not known, but-by 1471  he had begun to rise in the
world. Gipping was  only 10 miles from Wingfield, the principal  home  of the
Duke  of  Suffolk, married to Edward  IV’s sister  Elizabeth, and was thus in
Yorkist country. Loyalty to York  took  James to  Tewkesbury,  where he was
knighted  by the King in the field of Grafton  after  the battle.4 In  1473  he carried
out an  important  service for the  Duke  of Gloucester, recently married to Anne
Nevile, and by this time living at Middleham. Sir John Paston writes  “  The
Countess  of Warwick  is now out of Beaulieu Sanctuary, and Sir  James  Tyrell
conveyeth  her  northward, men say by the  King’s assent; whereunto some  men say
the  Duke  of Clarence  is not  agreed.”"’

In the following year, James, obviously a  man of some means, to be able
to indulge in such an  expensive  sport, was one of the challengers at  a  tournament
held to  celebrate  the creation of the King’s younger son as Duke of York.“

These  means  must have  been  provided  by his inheritance of the  Gipping
property on the death of his father, and by his own marriage to an heiress
during the decade 1470-80. His wife was the daughter of Sir John Arundell
of Llanharne in Cornwall, and the date of the wedding probably lies around
1472-3  to  judge  from the fact  that  the first known linking of their  names  as
husband and wife appears in  a  Buckinghamshire land case of  1473  :7 and from
a  reference to Thomas  Tyrell, his eldest son (who must by then have  reached
an age to  take  part in  a  legal transaction), being involved with his  brother-in-
law, William Willoughby d’Eresby in an enfeofl'ment  case of  1494.8

During those  ten years, James built  a  chapel at Gipping—a rich and  beauti-
ful thing—which in itself  seems  to cry out against the idea of Tyrell as “  a  rough
make  of man who did the  King’s butchery for  him.” Its obvious costliness,
however, should by no  means  have been beyond the resources of a young man
with an extensive  estate (900  acres at the 1870s sale), and  this  again conflicts
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with the tradition  that  he  “  gruglged s_orely” about his lack of advancement.
The exterior of this _'chape11s  a  miniature  example  of East Anglian flint and

flushwork diversified with small pieces of ashlar and  with  stone dressings."
At the  West  end there IS a small tower of  much  later  date, unhappily finished
in  stucco.

The  walls  of the main  structure  are embellished with  mason's  work of the
finest  quality.  Tiny portrait  heads  serve  as corbels to the  dripstones  of the
large, light, perpendicular windows. On the  stone facings  of the  buttresses,
and  here  and  there upon  the wall face appear the “ Tyrell Knot,” interlaced
hearts and initials for “ James  ”  and  “  Anne ” and the  mysterious, repeated
initials  “  A.M.L.A.”

0n the North side of the chapel (clearly of later build, the  join  to the  main
fabric is awkward) is a very large chamber, with  a  splendid bow-window  effect
(the  panels  which would have contained glass are blocked), and with  a  fireplace
whose chimney has been cunningly camouflaged  as  a  mullion. This room was
perhaps  a  priest’s  living quarters, a  schoolroom, a grand, luxurious pew for the
donors, or  even  serving all  three  purposes. It is  much  too large to have  been
provided for its present use as a vestry. On the  external  walls of this room are
panels  with  the arms, singly and  impaled, of  Clopton, Darcy, T yrell,  Arundell,
Carminow and Marney; and  above  the  outside  door  there  are the words in
Gothic lettering “PRAY FOR SIR JAMYS  TIRELL  (tyrell knot) DAME
ANNE  HIS WYF. ” -

The use of the Tyrell  Knot, serving as an “and ” symbol—perhaps  also
as a  lovers’ knot, in this inscription, and  elsewhere  in the flushwork of the
exterior, recalls the origin of the  device.  The  name  Tyrell is derived from
“  Tirailleur’ ’—a  bowman, and the  Knot  is  composed  of interlaced  bows.
The Tyrells of  Gipping were  a branch of the  same  family as Sir Waltér Tyrell
who slew  William Rufus  with an arrow in the New Forest. Possibly the
association of the  name  with regicide  played  its part in pointing out Sir James
as a likely candidate for murderer of the Princes.

Inside, the chapel has an 18th century flavour, but there are still pews of
the 15th century again  with  the Tyrell  Knot.  Most of the old glass has  gone
from the nave and quire, but the great East window still remains substantially
intact.  It has a  scheme  of ten main lights in two ranks of five  each, crested by
twelve  wedge shaped and four  rose  shaped openings. The  glass  has  been  sadly
damaged at some  time  in the  past, and reset  more  than  once, with the  result  that,
although  some  of the panels  appear  to be very nearly in  their  original condition,
others  are an almost unintelligible  jumble  of odd pieces.

The  space  available in  a  shbrt article does not allow a description of  '
every detail of  this  window, but its  most  interesting features deserve a  mention.
These  include six  nearly perfect panels  with standing haloed figures under  vaulted
canopies, representing an archbishop (St.  Thomas  of Canterbury, for  Thomas
Tyrell?); a  bishop with crozier  (St.  Nicholas ?); a  king, barefooted, and carry-
ing a  book (St.  Edmund ?); an elderly woman, weeping (the Mater Dolorosa);
a  man, making a  gesture  of  grief  (St.  John the Apostle); and a panel flanked
by these  last two figures, with the emblems of the Passion.

The remaining four  panels  and the infilling at the  foot  of the lower tier
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Photogrcz-plzs by courtesy oft/m  National Monuments Record.

Above: 3 ipping Chapel.

Below:  Door of  “vestry”, with  Tyrell Knot  in  upper  right  corner.
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of lights are all  confusion, and the piecing together  of the fragments presents
a  fascinating problem. Everywhere  there  are  roses  en soleil to  make  clear the
donor's  allegiance. It  seems  clear  that  at one time there was  a figure  of James
Tyrell, as one can  pick  out the arm and shoulder of an armed  man, part  of a
head with waving yellow hair, and the Tyrell crest—a  boat's  head from which
issue  peacock feathers. If James was so  commemorated, a  companion  figure
of his  wife must have appeared  in the corresponding panel  on the other  side  of
the  Passion  motif, but apart from pieces of ermine, and what  appears  to be  part
of  a  prie-dieu, this  has  been  lost.

The inscription, in black letter  Latin, which  incorporates more  of the
mysterious initials found on the exterior, is now hopelessly mixed  up. Un-
scrambled and translated, it would read :—

“  A.V.T.A. [Pray for the  souls  of (or, for the  good  estate  of )] James  Tyrell
Knight, Anne  his  wife, Thomas Tyrell, Esquire, son of the  aforesaid James  [and]
Margaret  [his  wife]. T.A.M.  ”

There  are  also  heraldic devices which can be identified as  belonging to the
Beck, Willoughby and Arundell families.

The dating of Gipping Chapel  is  a  matter  of  great  interest. The  prevalent
local  legend  is that Sir James, consumed, like the four knights who  murdered
St.  Thomas, with bitter  remorse  for his dreadful  crime, retired to this wild and
remote manor  of Gipping to build the  chapel  in  expiation, dedicating it, sig-
nificantly, to St. Nicholas, patron  saint of children.  Because  of  this, a  date in
or later  than 1483  has unhesitatingly been  ascribed to it.

There  could  hardly be a  better example  of  inventing a  tradition to fit
assumed  circumstances.  That  it is entirely false can be  proved  from the  clues
which offer themselves in the documentation of this  extraordinary building,
and in the fabric itself.

To  begin  with, James was not the  founder  of the  chapel; at the  most,
he  rebuilt  it. For at least 150 years  before  his time  there  had been a  chapel  at
Gipping, valued at £1 per annum, and  dependent  on the Abbey of St.  Osyth,
Essex, whose Abbot  had the  right  to the rectorial tithes and to the appointment
of incumbvmts.10

A  will  of  1474, of  Robert  Cosyn of  Stowmarket, makes  it clear  that  the
rebuilding was in  progress  in  that  year  “  Item, Iego  capelle  Sci  Nicki  de  Gyppyng
ad  reficiendum  et  reparandum  XXs”—so  here, in one sentence, is the refutation
of the legend.

1474  also fits in with the  assumed date  of James’s  marriage.  What could
be  more  likely than that this building, decked with  its intertwined Is and As,
and its  lovers’ knots, was intended, as an  expensive post  bridal  gift  to Anne
Arundell?

The  “  Vestry ”  however, is certainly of later  date, as the  straight joint  with
the main fabric shows. The inscription  above  the door indicates  that  both
James and  Anne were  alive at the time it was  carved, as there is no  request  for
prayers for their souls. It is, therefore, not  later  than 6th May 1502.

It is also not earlier than  1482, since  the external wall bears  a cartouche  of
the Tyrell arms  with supporters  (two  tigers, rampant). No one  under  the  rank
of banneret  could  display a supported  coat, and James did not  attain that  rank
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until  after  the siege of Berwick, in July that year. 11
From  January 148412 to the end of Richard  III’s reign, James  appears  to

have been abroad, at Guisnes.  From Bosworth  to February 1486  he was  under
a cloud, and appears to have lost a great deal of money and  property in Wales
through  the  depredations  of  Tudor supporters.  In July 1486  he is referred to
as “  late  of Gipping,”13 and by 1488  he had  resumed residence  at  Guisnes  as
Constable, a  post which he held until 1502. Since no date  between 1483  and 1502
seems  to be a  very likely time for James to be indulging in building works, my
own guess would be  that  it belongs to  1482, and  commemorates  the glory won
by the line of Tyrell in the  Scots  wars. The East window  seems  to be of  a
difl'erent  date  again. The Tyrell  crest makes  it later  than 1482.  In the lower
lights, however, there are the paternal arms of Margaret Willoughby d’Eresby,
so it was clearly put in after her marriage to  Thomas  Tyrell, in or abbut  1494.
The fact that the first few words are missing makes it  impossible  to tell whether
it was given to the  chapel  during James Tyrell’s lifetime, or  after  his  death, but
we  know  at  least, from the designation  “  Armiger ”—“ squire,” that it is not
later  than 1513, when  Thomas  was knightpd.  4

Thomas  was not old  enough, supposing the date of his  parents’ marriage
to have  been 1472/3, to have  been  called  “  armiger  ”  by 1485; nor would he
have  been married  by that date.  The  choice therefore  lies 1n James’ s  lifetime,
between 1494  and 1502 (unlikely for the  reasons  given above), or. after his
death  in the latter year, but  before  1513. But  whether  the donor was James
himself, his widow  Anne, or his son  Thomas, one can  only marvel  at the boldness
and  loyalty of  making use of white roses and roses en soleil  under  the  Tudor
regime.

If the window was put in  after James’s death, it would seem impossibly
scandalous for any widow  or  son, from whatever motive of piety, to  commem-
orate  above  the main  altar  of  a church, and in association with the symbols
of the  Passion, one believed to be a' hired assassin of  children.  It is not without
interest that  James’s  family did not rest content  that  he  should  have the  usual
burial of  a  traitor, in the Tower, in St.  Peter  ad Vincula. His body was  taken
from  the scaffold and interred in the  church  of the Austin Friars, near  the  grave
of his  grandparents, as  noted  by Stow in his survey of 1633.“1 Is this additional
proof that they did not accept the  Tudor story of the  “  confession  ”  ?
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